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Crean Lutheran High School seniors, from left, Kevin
Kim, Jenny Kim, Chase Masters and Tyler Koski produced a video showing the dangers of distracted driving
for a competition hosted by Toyota and Discovery Education, a sister company to the Discovery Channel.

Crean team back
as safe-driving
video finalist
●

How to vote
Watch the finalists’ videos
and vote for your favorite
at TeenDrive365InSchool
.com/vote.
People’s Choice voting
ends Thursday.
To watch the Irvine teens’
first-place video from last
year, visit teendrive365
inschool.com/teens/
video-archive.

More on distracted
driving
Teen driver crashes are the
leading cause of death for
that age group in America.
The majority of these
crashes are caused by
inexperience or distractions, not deliberate risktaking.
In 2009, 3,242 teens ages
15-19 died in crashes, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Crashes are more common
among young drivers than
any other age group. Nationwide, 1 in 4 crash fatalities involves someone 16
to 24 years old, nearly
twice as many as other age
groups, according to the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.
Sixty percent of teenage
passenger deaths in 2009
occurred in vehicles driven
by other teens, according
to the Insurance Institute
of Highway Safety. The
organization reported in
2010 that the fatality rate
for drivers ages 16 to 19,
based on miles driven, is
three times higher than for
drivers ages 20 to 69.
Older child passengers,
ages 12 to 17, are more
likely to die in a car crash
than younger children. This
risk increases with each
teenage year. The top three
predictors for fatality are a
lack of seat belts, a teen
behind the wheel and roads
with speed limits of 45 mph
or higher, according to the
March 2008 edition of the
Archives of Pediatric and
Adolescent Medicine.
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line voters determined who
deserved first, second and
third place.
The Orange County foursome took the top spot,
earning $15,000 and a reshoot of their video by a Discovery film crew, which
turned the clip into a 30-second public service announcement that aired on
some of Discovery’s networks.
This year, a panel of
Toyota and Discovery Education judges are slated to
select the top three videos.
Their top choice will receive the prizes the Crean
Lutheran High team took
home last year; second
place, $10,000 and a behindthe-scenes trip to a taping
of a show on Velocity, one of
Discovery’s networks; and
third place, $7,500.
The video with the most
online votes by April 30 will
win a new award, the title of
People’s Choice. The team
or person behind the most
popular entry will take
home $5,000 and get to go
behind the scenes of a Velocity network show.
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A team of Irvine
high schoolers that took
first place last year in a contest that asked teens to
make a
video
promoting safe
driving
habits
are finalists this
SARAH
year in
DE CRESCENZO
the same
STAFF WRITER
competition.
The video challenge,
hosted by Toyota and Discovery Education, a sister
company to the Discovery
Channel, is intended to promote safe teen driving.
Crean Lutheran High
School seniors Jenny Kim,
Kevin Kim (no relation),
Tyler Koski and Chase Masters teamed up again this
year to make a video that
would warn viewers of the
dangers of distracted driving.
“Safely Ever After,” the 1minute, 17-second clip that
layers a modern-day twist
onto a fairy tale framework,
features two men seeking
the hand of a princess – or,
rather, two boys jockeying
to take a girl to prom.
One of the driving teens
allows himself to be distracted by texting while
heading to her house, but
the other turns his phone
off and places it in the glove
compartment as he drives.
The focused driver arrives safely, offers the princess a single white flower
on bended knee and gets to
take her out.
Jenny Kim, 17, who will
attend Stanford University
in the fall, filmed and edited.
Koski, 18, and Masters, 17,
acted in the video and handled the project’s technical
and creative aspects, respectively. Koski is set to major in mechanical engineering at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo next year. Masters,
17, will study journalism and
mass communication at George Washington University.
In charge of lighting and
sets was Kevin Kim, 17, who
wants to pursue a career in
social justice and has not
decided which college he
will attend.
Filming their first video
together took a full day and
portions of two more; this
year’s film was knocked out
in one long day.
After deciding on the fairy tale theme, the team
chose to give it a contemporary flavor by invoking
that classic teenage ritual,
prom.
“You always see the statistics, crashes, explosions.
… We wanted to try to focus
on the happy side of it,”
Koski said.
More than 2,200 students collaborated to submit more than 1,000 videos
to the TeenDrive365 video
challenge this year, according to Discovery Education.
California students submitted about 15 percent of
the entries. A team from
Antioch, in Northern California, also finished in the
top 10.
Last year, a judging panel
selected the top 10, and onIRVINE
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